CHAPTER SIX

NOUNS

Nouns in Wyandot are less frequent than verbs in occurrence in the texts as well as making up a smaller proportion of the lexicon. They are also far simpler in morphological structure. There are two primary structural categories, analyzable and unanalyzable. Within the analyzable category there are a small number of subgroups.

Unanalyzable nouns are words that cannot be broken down into smaller morphemes. They primarily are animal terms, and are often onomatopoeic. The terms for 'rabbit' and 'wolf' are monomorphemic:

(405) taːŋoŋíŋhɑ
taːmyoŋıŋhɑ
'a rabbit'
TN:17:131:22

(406) naɾíːskwɑ
naɾíːskwɑ
'wolves'
TN:12:113:51

The word for 'owl' is also unanalyzable, as well as being onomatopoeic:

(407) hihiː
hihî
'horned-owl'
Sometimes an unanalyzable form can be shown to be a borrowing. The word for 'soldier' is clearly a borrowing from the English equivalent:

(408) südär
sùdárh
'soldiers'
TN:40:307:36

6.1 Analyzable Nouns

Analyzable nouns are of two basic types, with some exceptions. The structure of a typical noun is shown in chart 99:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pronominal Prefix</th>
<th>Nominal</th>
<th>Nominal Suffix</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agent</td>
<td>Noun Root</td>
<td>Noun Suffix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient</td>
<td>Verb Root + Nominalizer</td>
<td>Locative</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chart 99: Noun Structure\(^{100}\)

Nouns normally consist of a pronominal prefix,\(^{101}\) a nominal slot, and a nominal suffix. The pronominal prefix can be either agent or patient, and is generally feminine-zoic. The nominal slot is either a noun root (the most frequent case) or a nominalized verb root. The suffixes are the simple Noun Suffix (NOUN) and the Locative (LOC). The Noun Suffix can appear

\(^{100}\)Note that the information is in one row, not two. There is no correlation between which prefix is used and the complexity of the nominal, or the choice of suffix.

\(^{101}\)Iroquoian languages differ as to whether pronominal prefixes on nouns are the same as or slightly different from those on verbs. In Wyandot they are the same.
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as -a?, -ah, or -a. Example 409 shows the allomorph -a? attached to the noun root -
dyaru?it- 'canoe, trough':

(409) a°garú'uta'
   adyarú'ta?
   a-dyaru?it-a?
   FEM.ZOIC,sg,AGT-canoes,NOUN 102
   'canoe'
   WD:NR:009

The form -ah is shown by -da?ts- 'kettle':

(410) yā°dá'ostać
   yadá?tsah
   ya-da?ts-ah
   FEM.ZOIC,sg,AGT-kettle,NOUN
   'kettle'
   TN:23:170:24

The allomorph -a is demonstrated with -wed- 'land':

(411) yāwé·dā
   yawé'ida
   ya-wed-a
   FEM.ZOIC,sg,AGT-land,NOUN
   'country'
   TN:36:290:19

102 Recall from chapter 3: Pronominal Prefixes that since there is no formal distinction
between feminine-zoic and neuter except for a small subset of the transitive prefixes, they are
treated as the same, and glossed as feminine-zoic.
It is possible that the allomorph -a is simply an inconsistency in transcription, and that the Noun Suffix always ends in h or ?_. Another possibility is that -a is the suffix, and final h and ? are simply phonetic, since the distribution appears random. The most frequent of the forms is -a?.

Both agent and patient prefixes can be used with nouns. Agent prefixes can be seen on the previous examples. Example 412 shows a patient prefix with the root for 'meat', -?wahts-:

(412) ūwá’tsa
    uwáhtsa?
    u-?wahts-a?
    FEM.ZOIC,sg,PAT-meat-NOUN
    'meat'
    TN:02:065:43; TN:17:132:33

The same prefix can be seen with -hskwir-'switch':

(413) u’skwí’rá
    uhskwírá?
    u-hskwir-a?
    FEM.ZOIC,sg,PAT-switch-NOUN
    '(with) a switch'
    TN:23:170:29

The distinction in use between agent and patient prefixes on nouns is not straightforward in the other languages, although a vague tendency to use patient for natural items and agent for artificial items has been noted in the other languages (cf. Michelson
1991:137, footnote 15 for Oneida). The choice is generally considered lexical. Not enough examples of basic nouns have been found in Wyandot to ascertain what the distinction, if any, here is. Although pronominal prefixes on verbs are arguments, on nouns they have no similar function.

Nouns may also be followed by the Locative instead of the Noun Suffix. There are three allomorphs of the Locative, -?yeh, -yeh and -deh. Example 414 shows the -?yeh allomorph with the noun root -qar- 'lake':

(414) y?t?ra?ye
     y?t?ra?yeh
     y=qar-a-?yeh
     FEM.ZOIC,sg,AGT-lake-JOIN-LOC
     'the lake in' ('in the lake')
     TN:29:272:12

The -deh form appears in 415 with -du?we- 'mother':

---

103 Typical minimal pairs in related languages include 'body' (patient) versus 'doll' (agent); 'face' (patient) versus 'mask' (agent); and 'extended family' (patient) versus 'nuclear family' (agent).

104 Note that analyses of Iroquoian languages differ as to whether certain morphemes are stative verbs or nominal suffixes. For example, Chafe (1967) treated the Internal Locative as a nominal suffix, whereas it is currently usually treated as a stative verb 'be in'. Conversely, Chafe (1967)'s stative verb be genuine is currently treated as a suffix, the Typicalizer.
(415) sà³n dūme³-de³
sà³n duwe³-deh
sa³-duwe³-deh
2,sg.PAT-mother-LOC
'thine mother to' ('at your mother's')
TN:02:071:39

The form -deh appears twice in the texts, both times with -duwe³-. The glosses are 'to' and 'at'. The other two allomorphs appear far more frequently, with glosses ranging from 'on' and 'in' (the most frequent), to 'up', 'down', 'around', 'behind', '-wards', 'into', 'to', and 'at'. Due to the lack of -deh examples it is not clear why this allomorph may be chosen in stead of -?yeh.

The allomorphs -?yeh and -yeh are in free variation, as seen in 416:

(416) a. ha³a³?aye³
    ha³ta³yeh
    ha³-Ya³?t-a³-yeh
    MASC,sg,AGT-body-JOIN-LOC
    'his body on' ('on his body')

b. hā³ta³yeh
    ha³ta³?yeh
    ha³-Ya³?t-a³-?yeh
    MASC,sg,AGT-body-JOIN-LOC
    'his body on' ('on his body')
    TN:24:192:18

An exceptional form of noun is one which is partly analyzable. For example, the term for 'dog' has the feminine-zoic singular agent pronominal prefix ja³-, but lacks any suffix:
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(417) yāñč-nqč
    yanyč-nqč
    ya-nqč-nqč
    FEM.ZOIC,sq.,AGT-dog
    'dog'
    TN:31:273:48

An alternative is to consider such forms as monomorphemic, having an initial string which coincidentally is the same as that for a pronominal prefix.

The last type of complex noun is derived from a verb. Instead of a noun root, the core of the noun contains a verb root followed by the nominalizer (NOM). In the following example the verb -qte- 'live' is followed by the Nominalizer ~hšr~.

(418) ūtqtecrá³yeč
    utqtehšr?yeh
    u-at-qte-hšr-a-?yeh
    FEM.ZOIC,sq,PAT-SEMI-live-NOM-JOIN-LOC
    'her heart on' ('into her heart')
    TN:23:178:25

The Nominalizer converts the verb into a noun, allowing the Locative to be added.

6.2 Possession

Possession is indicated by the person, number and gender of the pronominal prefix.

When the prefix is not feminine-zoic singular it indicates the possessor. For instance, the general word for 'doll' uses a feminine-zoic singular agent pronominal prefix:
(419) agwahítsa
    adwahítsa?
    a-?dwahts-a?
    FEM.ZOIC.sg,AGT-doll-NOUN
    'doll'
    WD:NR:009

The prefix is changed to masculine patient -hu- when discussing a male's dog effigy:

(420) hugwáhi'ítsá:
    hudwáhi'ítsá:
    hu-?dwahts-a
    MASC.sg,PAT-doll-NOUN
    'he dog has' ('his dog-shaped doll')
    TN:23:174:45

The use of the masculine patient indicates possession by a male. Although in 420 the relation marked by the pronominal prefix changed from agent to patient, this is not necessary.

The word for 'kettle' normally has the feminine-zoic singular agent prefix:

(421) yà'ŋë'-ú
yà:meñúh
ya-neu-h
    FEM.ZOIC.sg,AGT-kettle-NOUN\(^{105}\)
    'kettle'
    TN:23:171:26

When possessed by a first person the prefix remains agent, but changes to first person:

\(^{105}\)This is an anomalous Noun suffix in -h. The following example has another anomalous Noun suffix in -. Instead of an anomalous Noun suffix, 'kettle' may simply be a semi-analyzable noun.
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(422) yɛŋũ-3
yɛŋũ?
ye-neu-?
1,sg.AGT-kettle-NOUN
'I kettle have' ('my kettle')
TN:23:171:28

In 422 the first singular agent prefix is used to indicate possession. Although both agent and patient can be used to indicate possession, agent prefixes appear with far more frequency. The few examples with patient prefixes do not clearly point to a motivation for their choice.

With possession by females the situation is less clear. Since simple nouns normally have the feminine-zoic singular prefix already, using the feminine-zoic singular to indicate possession is ambiguous. In 423 the noun root -rihɔ- 'legging' has a feminine-zoic singular patient pronominal prefix. It is not clear whether the sense of possession is by context or through another means (such as choice of agent or patient).

(423) ūri-4ca
ūri:hša
u-rihɔ(t)-a
FEM.ZOIC,sg.PAT-legging-NOUN
'her leggings'
TN:04:089:04

This ambiguity can be further shown by 424, where the masculine singular agent is used on -Yaʔ- 'body' to indicate a male's body:
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(424) ...nuq'má'nde? hújátxóŋ?  
    nuq'wa?de? húžatónyó?  
    hu-žatq-nyq-?  
    MASC.sg.PAT-mark-DISTR-STAT  
    'this time  
    he has marks several

haát'áye'c  
háa?ta?yeh  
ha-Ya?t-a-?yeh  
MASC.sg.AGT-body-JOIN-LOC  
his body on

únq'-dá?  
unóq:á?  
u-nqí-d-a?  
FEM.ZOIC.sg.PAT-paint-NOUN  
Indian paint  
húwérá'pte'...  
huwerá'te?  
hu-ñer-a?t-i?  
MASC.sg.PAT-use-STAT  
he has used'

[Another time], the same one [the trickster] decorated his body with Indian paint.  
TN:22:160:14-18

The feminine equivalent uses the feminine-zoic singular prefix:

(425) yáát'áye'c  
yáa'táyeh  
yá-a-Ya?t-a-yeh  
FEM.ZOIC.sg.AGT-body-JOIN-LOC  
'her body on'

around her body  
TN:22:161:39

However, this same word can also be glossed without a sense of possession:
(426) yaá?täye'c
    yaá?ayeh
    ya- Ya?t-a-yeh
    FEM.ZOIC,sg,AGT-body-JOIN-LOC
    'the body around'

    from her body
    TN:22:162:02

In 426 no possessive is indicated in the gloss, but both free translations have 'her body'. Since the feminine-zoic singular is used both for possession by a female and for genericity, there is ambiguity.

In other Iroquoian languages alienability is important in determining whether the possessor is marked by agent or patient prefixes. However, the lack of morphological nouns in the corpus, and the lack of possessed nouns among those few that do appear, does not allow an analysis. What little that can be said can be seen by looking at the examples of possessed nouns that occur in this chapter: agent prefixes are used for 'body' and 'kettle', while patient prefixes are used for 'mother', 'doll', and 'leggings'.